Client Comments

The CPOtracker software product provides a clear set of coherently related steps to addressing the recovery planning
aspect of any business and/or IT process. It facilitates a practical approach that results in short and long term cost
savings and significantly reduces related maintenance.
In my professional opinion, the CPO Methodology and CPOtracker software system is unique and unprecedented. It
has the capability to revolutionize the way companies address recovery planning, and could have a profound impact
on the industry itself.
Wyman Reese, CBCP
Senior IT Disaster Recovery Analyst
Lockheed Martin

Details, Details, Details, the devil is in the details. CPOtracker truly takes the sting out of those details. It facilitates
understanding where those details are, who owns them, how current they are and when they were tested.
CPOtracker is a cost-effective solution to organizing and planning for disaster recovery and business continuity.
Training for using CPOtracker is really a non-issue! Every team that uses it has expressed “wow” this will really
simplify our planning and plan maintenance!
I can not say enough nice things about the technical staff at CPO. They have been very supportive in our work to begin
using CPOtracker. I think of them as an extension of our company. We are partners!
Chuck Broyles
Business Continuity Planner
Ceridian Corporation

I am providing you with the results of a recent audit conducted by an independent firm, KPMG, on our recovery plan
and method. The KPMG audit group indicated that the disaster recovery process developed and followed was in the
“Superior” category. They especially liked the CPOtracker recovery planning tool used to ensure all documentation is
current, complete and accurate.
The audit team felt so positive about the disaster recovery plan and CPOtracker planning tool that they will be adding
more stringent guidelines to their disaster recovery review process going forward.
Susan M. Ward
Program Manager
Affiliated Computer Services, Inc.
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CPOtracker has simplified management of a whole array of people, facilities, processes and documents related to
emergency management, disaster recovery and business continuity. CPOtracker allows us to manage the people,
documents, systems and critical business processes of the 7 colleges and 4 administrative divisions of our university.
We have found CPOtracker to be a highly cost-effective solution to organizing and planning for disaster recovery and
business continuity. The technical staff at CPO has been very responsive to our inquiries and requests for assistance,
even after the sale. It takes about an hour to train an employee to use CPOtracker, and you can do it in-house. The
more we use CPOtracker, we discover more uses for it. It is flexible and adaptive to meet different needs.
Morgan Roseborough
Director, Business Continuity Planning
UNC Charlotte

The University of South Carolina’s Technology Services group acquired CPOtracker for disaster recovery and
business continuity planning. CPOtracker is the most versatile and user friendly BCP tool I have ever used. My
experience with other BCP tools resulted in the conclusion that they are very complex, challenging to setup and not
user friendly. With CPOtracker, the installation was only a few hours and with the training provided, we began
addressing planning within a few days.
The CPO Help Desk provides timely and excellent technical and application support. CPO has always been able to
answer my questions. The reports are professional, quick running, easy to create and customizable for any type of
plan. I can see CPOtracker growing outside of the University’s Technical Services area and being used campus wide
for BC plans.
Betty Hawkins, CBCP
Manager, DR/BC Planning
University of South Carolina

I had a short timeline in which to produce a draft business continuity plan. The task seemed overwhelming.
CPOtracker enabled me to complete the draft in a little over one week and lay a foundation on which we are
continuing to build. When someone comments on the short time I produced the plan, I reply: “The key is having the
right tool and the right support”. CPO fulfills both requirements!
Not only was it simple to install and get up and running, the support I received from CPO was excellent. They did not
just help me with the software, but they helped me with the planning process. CPOtracker helps you work through the
steps and organize the data which until that time seemed chaotic.
Someone considering a BCP tool would not regret choosing CPOtracker and the CPO team.
Mark Graves
Security Administrator
Greenville County Schools
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